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Abstract

The discourse manager is the component of
the TRIPS-98 system that maintains a list
of candidate antecedents to be used for re-
solving anaphoric referring expressions. The
model currently implemented in the system is
a monologue-based model of context that has
a variety of limitations. This paper discusses
changes to the underlying model to make it han-
dle a much broader range of referring expres-
sions. Some of these changes have already been
implemented in the system and some are the
subject of a long-term project.

INTRODUCTION

The TRIPS98 system, developed at the University of
Rochester, is a collaborative planning assistance that ac-
cepts spoken input from the user and generates multi-
modal responses [9]. As in any language understanding
system, assigning the correct referent to anaphoric refer-
ring expressions is a vital task of the system. An impor-
tant component of this process is a data structure called
the Discourse Context (DC), which contains a representa-
tion of the common ground of the discourse participants
[7]. Items that have been mentioned in the past and are
available for anaphoric reference are listed in the DC in
order of salience.

The DC is intended to contain data elements for all enti-
ties that can be the subject of anaphoric reference. But the
implementation has been found to have a variety of prob-
lems that result in the system being unable to resolve spe-
cific types of anaphoric reference. This paper describes an
ongoing project to improve the range of referring expres-
sions handled by the system by improving the discourse
context management component. The set of issues that
present themselves to a dialog understanding system are
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somewhat different than those encountered in text under-
standing systems. In this paper we present several types
of referring behavior that are problematic for our system
and that do not arise in text understanding systems. We
hope this discussion proves to be of interest to other sys-
tem builders who face similar problems in their own dia-
log understanding systems.

EXAMPLES
This section contains sample interactions between a user
(the author) and the TRIPS-98 system that demonstrate
some of the referential behavior that the current model
cannot handle. The user’s utterances are preceded by (U)
and the system’s by (S). The system’s verbal response is
shown first, then GUI modifications. The user’s graphical
display initially consists of a map with cities and roads.
In the sample dialogs, Abyss, Barnacle, and Exodus are
cities on the map. Other displays are added to the user’s
screen as needed to support the collaboration. For exam-
ple, when a plan is under consideration, a time-line plan
viewer pops up to show the time required for plan seg-
ments and for the overall plan.

Reference to Display Properties

Example 1 shows a sample dialog in which the user of
the system attempted to refer to a route based on its color.
Because the system color-matches actions on the plan
viewer with the map objects used in that plan, it is natural
for the user to notice the information content behind the
color choice and use it as an efficient way to refer to the
plan or plan objects.

Example 1: Reference to display property
1) U: Where are the trucks?
2) S: There are two trucks at Delta.

(system displays yellow truck icons on the map
at Delta.)

3) U: Send a truck to Abyss.
4) S: Done.

(the route used to go to Abyss is shown in orange
on the map, and an orange truck icon is shown at
Abyss. The plan viewer displays an orange time-line
representing the planned journey to Abyss).

5) U: How long does the orange route take?
6) S: I don’t understand your reference to

the orange route.
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Answering Questions

The old discourse context model only included entities
mentioned by the user. That model might be appropriate
for a system to understand text or monologue (where
only one speaker’s prior speech needs to be modeled).
In fact, it was adequate in the previous application
domain (TRAINS-97). But in the TRIPS-98 domain,
there are many more entities in the world, and reference
has become slightly more complicated. The system
now needs to know about items mentioned in its own
generated turns in order to support anaphoric reference
by the user. Especially problematic are entities mentioned
as answers to the user’s questions. Entities in answers are
highly focused, and the user is likely to refer to them with
an anaphoric referring expression in the next utterance.
Example 2 is typical.

Example 2: Reference after a question
1) U: Are there any people
2) S: People 4, people 3 and people 1
3) U: Where are they?
4) S: I don’t understand what you are referring to

Example 3 is a more egregious error. The system’s
use of it in utterance 4 gives a false impression that
it knows of an entity that can be referred to with a
pronoun, namely the action of traveling to Exodus. The
pronominal reference in subject position explicitly thrusts
the action into focus, and the user naturally refers to it
with a pronoun in his following utterance. The system’s
rejection of that utterance is bizarre and confusing.

Example 3: Reference after a question
1) U: Send a truck to Exodus
2) S: Done
3) U: How long does that take
4) S: It will take 5 hours and 12 minutes
5) U: How long would it take to use the chopper instead
6) S: I don’t understand your reference to ’it’

The status of entities mentioned within the question it-
self (i.e. whether they can be the subject of anaphoric ref-
erence) is an open research problem. It seems that differ-
ent categories of questions must be treated differently, and
the existential presupposition carried by the matrix verb
and phrasing of the sentence is important [3]. However,
after the question is answered, entities in the answer must
definitely be included in the DC.

Referring to Abstract Entities

Example 3 hints at another problem with the current
model: the system has a problem resolving reference to
the plan that the user is constructing. The reference res-
olution portion does contain a hack that allows use of the
pronounthat to refer to an action mentioned in the pre-
vious utterance, but slight changes in the phrasing or ref-
erence withit instead ofthat cannot be resolved. This is
just one example of an entire class of entities that is miss-
ing from the DC. Entities that were not mentioned as noun
phrases, but that are evoked into the common ground by
virtue of being mentioned as events, routes, facts, etc., are

not currently captured as candidates for anaphoric refer-
ence. Theseabstract entitiesmust be added to the DC in
a separate process.

Building Sets for Plural Pronouns

When the user refers to a plural entity, the system looks
in the DC for entities it can coalesce into a set. Example
4 shows a confusing failure of this process. The referring
expressionthemin utterance 5 caused the system to create
a SET token containing all the people and the truck, but
the user clearly had only the people in mind as the ref-
erent. When the system tries to process utterance 7, the
semantics of the verbunload require its direct object to
be something that can be carried around in a vehicle. Be-
cause the set token contains the truck as well as the people,
it cannot be used to resolve this pronoun.

Example 4: Plural Pronouns
1) U: Send a truck to Barnacle
2) S: Alright
3) U: Load the people into the truck
4) S: Ok
5) U: Take them to Abyss
6) S: Alright
7) U: Unload them
8) S: I don’t understand what you’re referring to

Linguistic studies, as well as a corpus analysis of the
TRAINS93 dialogs, have shown that there is a pragmatic
contrast between the use of definite (eg. it/them) and
demonstrative (eg. these/that) pronouns as they are used
to refer to sets, and also that demonstrative pronouns are
much more common in spoken dialog than in text [6, 4]. A
demonstrative pronoun is preferred for sets composed of
heterogeneous entities - entities of mixed semantic type
(eg. a vehicle and its cargo). The user’s choice of a def-
inite pronoun in utterance 5 should cause the system to
build a set with homogeneous semantic properties, in this
case just the people.

PREVIOUS MODEL

This section describes the current model of discourse con-
text implemented in the system. The discourse context
data structure contains several different categories for pre-
viously mentioned entities. These categories are used to
support resolution of different referring expression surface
forms. The categories of interest in this paper are:

� focus- the most salient object

� location - focus location, used to resolvethere

� time - focus time, used to resolvenow

� relevant-objects- initially, all objects in the (plan)
world

� mentioned-objects- salient objects, actually objects
mentioned in user’s last utterance

� last-action - last plan action

� objects-in-last-action- objects in the last action

� plan-objects- all objects in the entire plan



After the user’s utterance is parsed, entities he men-
tioned are added to the focus and mentioned-objects.
Items that were previously in mentioned-objects are faded
back to relevant-objects. If the utterance causes the ad-
dition of a new action to the plan, it replaces the previ-
ous contents of last-action. These categories are used to
resolve different sorts of referring expressions. The fol-
lowing parts of the context are searched for each referring
expression type:

� Definite Descriptions- 1) mentioned-objects 2) ob-
jects in last action 3) plan objects 4) relevant objects

� Definite Pronouns - 1) Focus 2) treat like definite
description

� Demonstrative Pronouns- That is always bound to
last-action

� Names- 1) relevant objects
� Temporal anaphors- focused time
� Locative anaphors- focused location

The system contains a set of discourse manager rules
that encode how to increment the discourse context based
on the user’s speech act. These updates only include enti-
ties mentioned by the user, not entities mentioned or dis-
played by the system. Some examples are:

User Speech Act Context Effect
Accept a proposed option update context
Ask a WH- or Yes/No question none
Command to undo plan step or plan back to prior context
Reject a proposed option none
Answer a clarification request none
Command to start over Re-initialize

The system maintains internal symbol names for all enti-
ties, so the process of reference resolution requires match-
ing the surface form used by the speaker to a set of internal
symbols.

ISSUES

Because this is a spoken dialog system, phenomena spe-
cific to dialog, such as turn-taking behavior, acknowledg-
ments, overlapping speech, etc., can be incorporated into
the model. Previous authors have observed that acknowl-
edgments in spoken dialog impact the referring process
[8]. In Eckert and Strube’s model, entities are not added
to the DC until the addressee acknowledges the utterance,
thereby explicitly entering the entity into common ground.
In our examination of human/human dialogs, this model is
preferred over one in which entities are added to the DC
as soon as they are mentioned [11]. Unfortunately, users
of the TRIPS-98 system do not use as many acknowledg-
ments when speaking to the system compared to the fre-
quent use of acknowledgments when speaking to another
human. So we were unable to factor acknowledgments
into the model. In the future, when the language handled
by the system becomes more natural, this point should be
re-visited.

Another question appropriate to dialog systems is
whether both participants might be maintaining separate

context structures. Is the user’s anaphoric reference to en-
tities mentioned by the system different than his anaphoric
reference to entities previously mentioned by himself? A
previous study of social dialog found this not to be the
case [2]; therefore, the system does not model which
speaker’s utterance evoked an entity into the DC.

Our model also makes no assumptions about the
amount of intervening talk that can occur between one
mention of an entity and another reference to the same
entity. All previously mentioned objects fade backwards
in the salience ranking and remain in the relevant objects
list for the duration of the dialog.

NEW MODEL
The new model includes many additional types of entities
in the DC. New interface modules have been created to
give the discourse manager access to additional classes of
information from the surrounding system. The DC cate-
gories, such as focus, mentioned-objects, etc., were found
to be sufficient and have not been changed. The model has
been only partially implemented at this point.

Referring to Display Properties

A new component has been added to the realization man-
ager of TRIPS-98. Previously, it was responsible for de-
ciding what objects to add to the display but not their
display properties. A separate, encapsulated component
within the Java graphics builder determined display prop-
erties such as color. The realization component was mod-
ified so that it now chooses display properties. The com-
mand sent to the JAVA front end now includes what ob-
ject to build and also its display properties. An interface
module was added to the realization component to han-
dle queries about display properties, for example “Which
trucks are orange?”. This interface is called by the ref-
erence resolution modules whenever the user mentions a
display property in a definite description.

Answers to Questions

Questions typically contain a definite description portion
and an aspectual portion. For example, to interpret the
question “Are there any trains at Abyss” the system must
resolve the referring expression “trains at Abyss” and then
calculate that the aspect under question is their existence.
So the definite description portion of the user’s utterance
can be used to evoke entities into the DC. To reprise Ex-
ample 2, the system resolves the user’s reference to “any
people” to people1, people3, and people4. Tokens for
those entities should be added to the DC. To support this,
many of the question speech-act rules for context effects
will be changed (this portion of the implementation is on-
going). Some examples are shown in Table 1.

As a long-term strategy, entities mentioned in all
content-bearing utterances by the system must be added
to the DC. At this point, the system has very little initia-
tive of its own, so it never refers to objects unless the user
asks a question about them. In the future, as the system’s
ability to initiate plan actions is extended, an interface will



User Speech Act Context Effect
Ask a WH- or Yes/No question update
Yes/No Query affirmative answer update
Yes/No Query negative answer none
Reject a proposed option Remove action

and action objects
Answer a clarification request update
Command to use a new option insteadreplace

Table 1: New Speech Act Rules
be needed between the realization component and the dis-
course manager. Objects that are added to or highlighted
on the display, or that are mentioned in an utterance, must
be added to the DC. This is a point of future work.

Referring to Abstract Entities

This is the most ambitious portion of our remodeling ef-
forts. The DC currently contains entities that were men-
tioned by the user as noun phrases (eg. trains, people,
cities). Typical models of anaphoric reference in the com-
putational linguistics literature include only these enti-
ties [1, 10]. However, propositions, properties of entities,
events, etc. can also be the subject of anaphoric reference
even though their corresponding surface constituents are
not noun phrases. An extensive analysis of TRAINS93
dialogs reveals around fifteen categories of such entities
that must be added to the DC [5]. To accomplish this will
require modification to many components of the parser,
including grammar rules, reference resolution, and the in-
terface between syntactic analysis in the parser and the
discourse context manager. These modifications are the
subject of a long term project.

Building Sets for Plural Pronouns

The system must treat definite and demonstrative pro-
nouns differently. In the new model, definite pronouns can
only refer to semantically homogeneous sets, and demon-
strative pronouns can only refer to semantically heteroge-
neous sets. An additional change is that sets are added to
the DC during interpretation of each sentence rather than
upon encountering the pronoun. Sets are built whenever
multiple objects of the same semantic type are present
in a sentence, for example, a complex utterance such as
“pick up the people at Abyss and the people at Exodus
with truck-1 and truck-2, respectively” triggers the cre-
ation of several sets. Not only sets forfpeople at abyss,
people at exodusg andftruck1, truck2g which were men-
tioned in conjunctions, but alsofabyss, exodusg, which
were not. Heterogeneous objects that are syntactically
conjoined also make sets, such as “send the helicopter
and the ohter truck to Abyss”. Plan actions which result
in physical connection of semantically heterogeneous ob-
jects, such as loading people into a truck, also create set
entities. These heterogeneous sets can be the referent of
demonstrative pronouns.

FUTURE WORK

The work reported in this paper represents the start of a
longer-term project to make the reference resolution com-
ponent of TRIPS more robust. Besides the categories of

reference failure mentioned here, several additional issues
need to be addressed to make the system handle referring
expressions in a more natural way. They include:

� The model must be extended to add demonstrative
reference to GUI objects (eg. “that route” after the
system highlights a route).

� The model must be extended to contain tokens for
referents at all communication levels, including in-
formation about the surface form. This information
is needed to support surface anaphora such as “the
former...the latter” and also to interpret some descrip-
tive reference. For example, users commonly refer to
the surface form of a previous turn when it seems that
the system has lost track of the task. For example,
“Remember awhile ago when I asked about sending
the helicopter to Abyss?” If tokenized representa-
tions of the surface form of utterances were kept in
the DC, reference to surface form properties could be
handled.
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